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The meeting ÿ.TaS called to order at 3.15 io.mo

theo:

AGENDA ITEH 75ÿ DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE ELIHINATION OF DISCRIHINAT!ON AG.&INSÿ

a£!en(

WOn"TEN (A/34/60 and Corrol and 2ÿ A/31,/357ÿ A/34/542o A/C.3/34/14 A/Co3/34/L°73

appeÿ
sessj

L.75ÿ L.7Jÿ L°77ÿ L.78ÿ L.79) (continued)
i.

Thsÿ

The CHAIRMAN announced' that, although the report of the Uorking Grou]0

Convÿ
reduc

(A/C.3-/ÿ-/lÿ)ÿ
was not
yet available
in Arabicÿ
the Arab countries
had
agreed that
the
Coÿnittee should
proceed
to vote on
the amendments
to the draft
Convention
so
that it could complete its work by 7 December. He thanked those countries for

She t
forma

could
reite:

their coÿoperation.

2.

Hro GONZALEZ de LEON (Hexico) said thatÿ although his delegation had alÿ.ÿays

pressed for work on the draft Convention to be speeded upÿ it was aware that the
draft had been completed only two weeks ÿreviously and that not all the relevant
doctmlents were available in all languages so that Goverpmÿ.ents could consider the
provisions of the draft in depth. The draft Convention contained various
provisions for which several alternatives had been submittedÿ and at the
Colmÿitteeÿs previous meeting a ntunber of delegations had begun to submit
amenÿent s.

7.

Unite<
sever8

I their
sound.
Conven

Confer

the el
3.
If the Comiuittee was to produce a universally acceptable textÿ the present
draft should remain open for comnents for at least a year. Some delegations had
argued that it was preferable for the draft Convention to be opened for signature
prior to the 1980 ÿbr!d Conference of the United Hations Decade for Women. His
de!egationÿ hoÿ.Teverÿ believed that the Conference might be able to improve on
the existiÿ,s draft and ensure that it was acceÿDtable to a greater nÿ'ÿioer of
countries. He wishedÿ thereforeÿ to ÿropose formally that the adoption of the
, draft Convention should be postponed to the thirty ofifth session of the
i General Assembly so that Governments ÿ,Tould have time to make any co:ÿm_ents they
ished with regard to it. He was not proposing that the text should be redrafted.ÿ
it constituted an extremely valuable basic document which might: howeverÿ be much
improved by the procedure which he had proposed.
•
4o

The CHAIRIÿLAN requested the representative of }ÿexico to submit his ÿroÿosal

in ÿriting as a draft decision of the Coÿmittee.

- -

5.
ÿ. DYRLUND (Denmark) said thatÿ while he could understand the considerations
which had prompted the representative of Mexico to make his proposal, he believed
that, in vieÿ of the considerable ÿount of work which had gone into the
preparation of the draft Conventionÿ it could be finalized at the current session.
He therefore appealed to the representative of Hexico to wait and see how the
draft Convention fared in the Committee before making his proposal formally.
6. Mrs. SIBAL (-India) observed that the Committee still had three meetings left
in which to vote on the amen&ments and consider the texts of the variants shoÿn
in square brackets. The issue was clearly not one of time, for delegations wÿ!re
aware of their Governmentsÿ positions on the outstanding problems and should in
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(_T,,T_rs° Sibalÿ India)
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amend_ÿuents

......
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o

ÿ ÿ_ÿe ÿ'1orÿ_ÿng ÿrouDÿ she ÿ,ÿished t9 reiterate her

appeal that the CoKmittee try to adopt the draft C
onventzon
the current
session so that it would be available in final form for
the 1980atWorld
Conference,
That Conference would ÿ r " ÿ

.
ovmÿe
extremely
valuable
opportunity
to ÿublicize
the
Conventzonÿ
and itpwould
bean,
regrettable
if such
an opportunity
was
lostÿ thereby
reducing the chances of the Convention being followed un at the national level.
She therefore appealed to the representative of Mexico not to submit his oroposal
formally at that stage. If it became clear by 7 December that the Comlnittee
could not adopt the draft Convention: the renresentative of Hexico could then
reiterate his proposal.
7.
Mr. BY!(OV (Union of Soviet Socialist Renublics) observed that various
United Nations organs had been working on the text of the draft Convention for
several years and that the draft had already been transmitted to Goverm@ents for
their vieÿ,Ts. The arguments nut forÿ,ÿard by the representative of India were very
sound. There x,Tas a possibility that the Colmÿittee might finalize the draft
Convention at the current session. He also wished to recall that the 1975 Uorld

I
,I

:, Conference in Hexico had established the draftins and adoption of a Convention on
the elimination of discrimination against ÿ,romen as one of the. main objectives of
! the Decade for Women.
8.

Every effort had been made to ensure that the draft Convention ÿTas

universally acceptable andÿ as

ÿ

•

-

,ÿas available in final form in time
thefor
representatmve
the 1980 World
ofConferenceÿ
India had ÿointed
that ÿ,7ould
outÿ if it

help to publicize it and would probably result in its being signed by a larger
ntÿmber of States. He therefore aÿnealed to the representative of Hexico not to
submit his proposal formally at the present stage. That would neither help to
expedite the adoption of the Convention nor improve the situation in any othep ÿ,Tay°
9.

-ÿr° KIPLAGAT (K.enya) observed that a considerable amount of ÿ,ÿork had been

put into the preparation of the draft Convention over the past three years by
more than 50 delegations and that the draft had been available for comments and
amendments for some time. It should therefore be adopted at the current session
for the reasons put forÿard by the representative of India. He had no doubt that
the amendments could be adopted without further delay and he aÿpealed to the
representative of Hexico not to nropose formally that the adontion of the draft
should be postponed.

ÿ

i0o Hrs. LORANGER (Canada) agreed with earlier speakers that it ÿas important
not to ÿ,ÿaste time and effort by deferring a final decision on the draft
_ Convention. The Committee should ÿroceed with its ÿ,ÿork and see hoÿ,ÿ much it could
achieve before deciding ÿhether it-needed to ÿostpone the adoption of the draft.
She therefore appealed to the representative of Hexico not to submit his nroÿosal
formally

at

that

stage

....
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iio Hs. RICHT,ÿ_ÿ?, (Argentina) agreed with other delegations that the draft
Convention should be finalized at the current session. Moreover° once the
Committee had adopted, the draft
ÿ t_ereln would be time before its adoption" in the
plenary Assembly for Governments to have their vieÿ¢s taken into account.

19°
impor
take
propo

12. !,,ÿo CABRERA (Spain) endorsed the c@mÿents made by earlier speakers. Time
was short and it would be best if the Co1ÿ_ittee voted as soon as possible on the
amenÿ_ents to the draft Convention and on the remaining passages in square
brackets. The proposal by the representative of !#exico might Drove eÿtreme!y
usefu!ÿ howeverÿ if the Committee found, that it could not reach over-all aÿreeÿent
on the draft and the various amendments. He therefore thought it mig]ÿ be
advisible to suspend the meeting for a brief pericd to permit informal
consultations on the Hexican proposal.
13o ÿ. VOLLERS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he supported the ÿroposal
by the representative of Hexico. The draft Convention produced by the Woriÿing
Group was very soundÿ but several issues remained unresolved. Work had indeed
been under way on the draft Convention for the past three yearsÿ but only the
revious day neÿ¢ proposals and ÿencÿnents had been put forÿ¢ard which could alter
the actual substance of the draft. Governments must have time to submit their
comÿuents. For instanceÿ his Government could not decide overnight ÿ.ÿat position
to adopt on certain amendments ÿ,fluich had legal implications.
14. Hrs. IfARZ&Z! (Horocco) endorsed the proposal by the representative of Mexico.
15. Mr. 0ULD SIDVAHMED VALL (Hauritania) said thatÿ ÿ,ÿile he ÿTas aware of the
importance which certain delegations attached to the draft Conventionÿ he believed
that if the Convention was to be effective and ÿeneral!y acceptable it must be
given very full consideration. !le therefore did not agree that it should be
finalized in time for the 1980 World Conference. The Comÿnittee couldÿ of courseÿ
discuss the amencÿents at the current stageÿ but it must ensure that their
implications ÿere considered fully before it adopted a final text. If that could
be done by 7 Decemberÿ well and good. If notÿ the draft's finalization should be
postponed to the thirty-fifth session.
16o ÿ:ÿ. OÿDONOVAN (Ireland) agreed with the representative of Spain that informal
consultations on the Hexican proposal might prove useful. He therefore moved that
the meeting should be suspended for a brief period in accordance with Rule i18 of
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17. The CYÿIRÿ,i&N said that ÿ if he heard no objectionSÿ he would take it that the

Consider
brackets

Co!m'aittee decided to endorse the motion by the representative of Ireland.

light of

18. It ÿ¢as so decided°
25.
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, The meeting was susoended at 3.55 p.m. and resÿed at 4.20 p.m.
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19. Tÿo BOCOUtÿ (ÿ.lali) said that tlne subjectÿmatter of the draft Convention was
important and complex and had legal implications) and the Colÿmÿittee should not
take a decision on it in haste. His delegation therefore supportedthe ÿ',ÿexican
proposal.

'

20. ÿ,ÿ!o
ÿ7
--" i;ÿ&l<ÿl
- -_z_(Oman) said thaio his
Ge-egation
had been prepared to tal,'e a
decision on the draft Convention but the large number of last.-minute amendmentsÿ
some of ÿ,rhich ÿere quite substantialÿ made it necessary for his delegation to
receive instructions from his Government before it could proceed. It ÿ,ÿas
important that the Convention should be acceptable to as many -r'ÿemoer States as
possible and compatible ÿ,Tith the many cultures and religions represented. His
delegation therefore supported the ÿ4exican prooosal]
21. Ms. ÿOP (Yugoslavia) said that her delegation could not support the Mexican
proposal. TJork on the draft Convention must continue so that it could be adopted
at the current session if at all possible.
22. ÿ. PAPADEI, L&S (Secretary of the Co-,--mÿlittee) drev attention to docÿunent
J/34/,ÿ.7v containing the achninistrative and financial imolications of the
report of the Uorking GrouD of the T:Tho!e on the Drafting of the Convention on
the ÿ izmznatzon
" "
'
of Discrimination against Women contained in document

A/C.3/34/14.

If the Cormÿittee decided to adopt the draft Convention at the

current session,ÿ there would be no financial implications for 1979.
Expenditures ÿ,Tould occur when the body to be formed for the purpose of considering
the progress made in the implementation of the Convention ÿ,zas established.
Document A/C,3/34/L.78 covered the three alternative oroposals for that body
outlined in part V of the draft Convention.

23. ÿ. ERRAZURIZ (Chile) said that the draft Convention hÿd legal implications
and the proposed amendÿents would require careful consideration. The draft
Convention and the amenÿnents should be adopted by consensus and any measures aimed
at facilitating that consensus would be useful and should not be considered a
waste of time° His delegation therefore supported the Mexican proposal.

i'

24. Mr o DABO (Guinea) said that the bostponement of the adoption of the draft
t n
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consider only the ameÿct, nents to the draftÿ try 1o eliminate the remaininÿ square
brackets and adopt a orovision stating that the draft would be revised in the
light of the results of the coming ]ÿorld Conference.
25. Ms. de la Iÿ{&ZA (Dominican Re,oublic
a2ÿlendÿ-en-t-s-had-reÿ€-hed maiÿ.v dele,ÿ+.ÿ .... ) said that in viev of the fact that
best to allOÿ,T Goverrmÿents an opportunity
o- ...... only
to COnsider
in the past
them
24 hoursÿit
and referwould
the draft
be

Convention and the amendments to the General Assembly for consideration by the
Sixth Committee. Her delegation supported the Mexican proposal.

ii:
i!'
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26. Hs. HOLZER (Austria) said that much work had gone into preparing the draft
Convention and-that the ideals put forward in most of the amendments were not new
but had been discussed in the Uorking Group and were reflected in its report. It
should still be possible within the time available to finalize work on the draft
Convention and the amendments if the Committee addressed itself to that task
iÿuediately. If necessaryÿ it ÿould take a decision afterwards on how to proceed
with the teÿ@ once it had been finalized. She appealed to the representative of
Hexico not to press his proposal.
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27. }@. BEKELE (Ethiopia) said it was his understanding that the representative of
Hexico had not called for a suspension of the discussion of the draft Convention or
the amenÿents but had merely proposed that the adoption of the draft Conventionÿ
when it was readyÿ should be deferred to the thirty-fifth session.
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28. Nÿ. GONZALEZ de LEON (Mexico) said that the Ethiopian representative,s
understanding was correct. The remaining time available at the current session
could be used for discussing the amenaÿentsÿ tidyinÿ up the text and eliminating
alternative versions and the square brackets. It would be useful for the Committee
to try to reconcile the various versions and prepare a clear textÿ which should not,
howeverÿ be adopted at the current session but should be deferred to the thirtyfifth session. His delegationVs proposal was being circulated as a draft decision

35. Hr.
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in document A/C.3/34/L.79o
29. Hr. BEKELE (Ethiopia) urgedÿ in the light of the clarification provided by the
representative of Mexicoÿ that the Committee should take up discussion of the draft
Convention and amendments immediately and no longer discuss the Hexican ÿroDosal.
30° The CHAIRMAN felt that since the Mexican proposal was the text furthest
removed in substance from the draft resolution relating to the adoption of the
draft convention (A/C.3/34/L.75)ÿ it should be voted on first. If the Hexican
proposal was adoptedÿ the Committee would then take Up the amendmentsÿ generally
tidy up the teÿ@ of the draft and eliminate the square bracketsÿ on the
understanding that the resulting textÿ after all decisions had been takenÿ would
still be a draft and not the final version of the Convention. It would then be
submitted to Governments. If the Mexican proposal was not adoptedÿ the Committee
would proceed to take decisions on the amendments and prepare the final text of
the Convention for possible adoption at the current session.
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31. Hs. VÿY DEN ASSUH (Netherlands) said that there were two separate matters
which should not be confused. There wasÿ on the one handÿ, the Mexican draft
decisionÿ applying to the procedure Which the General Assembly should follow with
regard to the draft Conventionÿ and9 on the other handÿ there were the amendments
to the teÿ@ of the draft Convention. Since the Mexican proposal was not an
amendment it should not be considered before the amendments. It would be correct
to consider it only after all the amendments had been dealt with and just before
draft resolution A/C.3/34/L.75 calling for the adoption of the draft Convention.
i

32. The C£¼1Rÿ£ÿ2ÿ thought that it would be difficult for the Committee to take a
decision on the "final'ÿ text of the draft Convention and then refer that supposedly
finalÿ text to Governments for comments and possible further change.
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33. Hrs. HO]RRISON (Lesotho) felt that the Chairman's inter}Dretation of the
statement just made by the representative of the Netherlands would confuse
delegationS. The point was that the text should be tidied upÿ decisions should be
taken on amendmentsÿ and the square br@ckets shoulÿ be eliminated so that a clear
text could be prepared. Once that point had been reachedÿ the Mexican proposal
could be considered.

34. ÿr. AL-KUTTAB (United Arab Emirates) said that the draft Convention was an
important international instrument and required thorough study, All efforts to
prepare the best possible Convention should be encouraged, The point was not to
draft a text for immediate adoption but to prepare a Convention that would be
acceptable to a large number of Hember Statesÿ which did not seem to be the case
at the present stage as far as the existinÿ teÿ@ was concerned. His delegation
therefore supported the Mexican proposal.
35. Hr. WANG Jiechen (China) said that the Convention would be an international
instrumÿent and should be prepared carefullyÿ so that it would be acceptable to as
many Hember States as possible and enjoy comprehensive support. Many delegations
had eÿressed the need for additional time to consider the amendments and the textÿ
and their views should be taken into account. His delegation therefore supported
the Mexican proposal.
36, Ms. FAWTHORPE (New Zealand) said that the Hexican proposalÿ though nerhaps not
unreasonableÿ was premature and had the unfortunate effect of distracting the
Comnittee from discussion of the substance of the matter. She felt that most
delegations were in a position to consider the amendmentsÿ the majority of vhich
were not new. There was also the danNer thatÿ if the draft Convention were referred
back to Governmentsÿ it might take a long time for it to re-emerge from the
ministries concerned.

37. }ÿ. HOLLWAY (Australia) observed that years of work were being frustrated by a
very confusing discussion and by proposals submitted at the last minute for which
there seemed to be very little justificationÿ since the Workinÿ Groupÿ which was a
working group of the whole open to participation by all delegaÿionsÿ had been
working for a long time and its work was known to all interested delegations, It
would therefore be inappropriateÿ even negligentÿ to allow any more time'to be
wasted. The Cormÿittee should turn to consideration of the re;@ and the amendments
immediately and make every effort to adopt the draft Convention at the current
session. He agreed with the representative of the Netherlands that the Mexican
Proposal must not be allowed to put the cart before the horseÿ it was not an
amendment but should be considered as an alternative to draft resolution
A/C.3/34/L.75 calling for the adoption of the draft Convention° To avoid confusion
the representative of Hexico should withdraw his proposal aid resubmit it at a later
Stage when the text of the draft Convention was ready.
o. Mrs. de -ROSENHOUSE (Guatemala) supported the representatives of the Netherlands
and Australia and requested the representative of Hexico to withdraw or defer his
Propo s al.
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39. Hro DESKER (Singapore) said that the Commÿittee should move on to consideration
of the text of the draft Convention and decide later what to do @ith that text.
40. ÿ'b. THIAH (Senegal) said that in the light of the discussion in the Committee
it was unreasonable to expect that the Committee could examine and adopt the draft
Convention at the current session.

46° It
47. Hrs
to her s
ac c ept aÿ

There was the problemÿ referred to by several

delegationsÿ that the text would be im conflict with existing legislation under
the various social and legal systems represented in the United Nations. Many
conventions had been adopted but there had been less success in having them ratified
and generally implemented. He therefore supported the Mexican proposal.

48.

l"ÿr s

49.
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41o The CHAIRÿ¼N said he would suspend the meeting to consult with a representative
of the Legal Office as to how to proceed with regard to the various proposals before
the Committee.
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The meeting was suspended from 5.15 p.m. to 5.25 p.m.
50. Hr.

421 Hr. GONZALEZ de LEON (Mexico) expressed regret that his procedural proposal
appeared to have been misunderstood as an amendment. Hoÿ{everÿ he felt that the
problem could be solved by moving an amendment to document A/C.3/34/L.75 under which
operative paragraphs I and 2 would be replaced by the followinÿ two operative
paragraphs conceived along the lines of the draft decision in document

A/C.3/34/L.79:

I occupatic
51. Hr.

voting sh

'ÿi. Warmly congratulates the Working Group which prepared the Draft
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Womenÿ contained in

document A/C°3/34/14[
'ÿ2o

paragrapi
aggressi(
accept tÿ

Decides to transmit the draft to the Governments of Member States

in order that they may have an opportunity to submit their final observations
to the Secretariat so that the General Assembly may consider them in the
Siÿ@h Committee at its thirty-fifth session and adopt the draft in 1980.ÿ
If that would solve the problemÿ his delegation would be prepared to submit the
proposedamendment formallyÿ provided the draft Convention would not thereby cease
to be a draft.
43. The CHAIRHAN said that the representative of the Legal Office had confirmed
that the text would retain its status as a draft.
44. Hr. GONZALEZ de LEON (Hexico) said that in that case he would submit the text
he had just read out as an amendment to the draft resolution in document

A/Co3/34/L.75 and withdraw the draft decision in document A/C.3/34/Lo79.
45° The CHAIRMAN suggested thatÿ under rule 106 of the rules of procedureÿ the
debate on the subject should be closed and the Committee should proceed to
consideration of the amendments and of the passages in square brackets.
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46.

It wÿs so decided.

47. ]',irs. SIBAL (India.) said she wished to add the words ÿand foreign Occupationÿ,
to her subamendment to the eleventh preambular paragraph in order to make it more
acceptable to the Algerian representative.
48. lÿs. SEHICHI (Algeria) indicated her acceptance of that change.
49. l'Jr. EDIS (United Kingdom) expressed the view that it would have been better
to have a non-political preamble to the draft Convention. Howeverÿ he was prepared
to withdraw his amendment in document A/C.3/34/L.76 on the understanding that that
vould not preclude separate votes on the preambular paragraphs once the question of
Square brackets and subamendments had been cleared up and provided thatÿ if the
draft Convention was referred to Governmentsÿ as had been proposed by Mexicoÿ the
records of the debateÿ including the proposal in document A/C.3/34/L.76ÿ would also
be transmitted to Governments.
0.

Mro WANG Jiechen (China) said that his amendment to the tenth preambular

paragraph contained in document A/C. °4
3/o /L
77
had usedHoweverÿ
the words
" was prepared to
"
foremgn
aggressionÿ interferenceÿ domination and
occupation"°
he
accept the Syrian subamendment so that the text would read "aggressionÿ foreign
occupation and dominationÿ interference in the internal affairs of Statesÿ.
51. Hr. O'DONOVAN (Ireland)ÿ speaking on a point of order,ÿ proposed that the
voting should be postponed until the evening meeting.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.
i

